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Abstract

This article is a system description and report
on the submission of a team from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania in the ‘CLPsych 2018’
shared task. The goal of the shared task was to
use childhood language as a marker for both
current and future psychological health over
individual lifetimes. Our system employs mul-
tiple textual features derived from the essays
written and individuals’ socio-demographic
variables at the age of 11. We considered sev-
eral word clustering approaches, and explore
the use of linear regression based on differ-
ent feature sets. Our approach showed best
results for predicting distress at the age of 42
and for predicting current anxiety on Disatten-
uated Pearson Correlation, and ranked fourth
in the future health prediction task. In addi-
tion to the subtasks presented, we attempted
to provide insight into mental health aspects
at different ages. Our findings indicate that
misspellings, words with illegible letters and
increased use of personal pronouns are cor-
related with poor mental health at age 11,
while descriptions about future physical activ-
ity, family and friends are correlated with good
mental health.

1 Introduction

Studying early markers of well-being is a signif-
icant emerging frontier in child development re-
search, examining the strengths, assets and abili-
ties to establish positive developmental trajectory
for children (Masten and Coatsworth, 1998). Hu-
mans are affected by experiences early in their
childhood in ways that shape their life course.
Language can be very useful in predicting well-
being in the short term (Schwartz et al., 2013b).
Predictions about the long-term future using lan-
guage is rather unexplored by the NLP commu-
nity, and can aid a variety of applications aimed at
the understanding of early life markers and devel-
opment of preventative care.

The CLPsych 2018 shared task explores the pre-
dictive ability of language to elucidate a person’s
long-term well-being. The competition uses a cor-
pus of individuals, who were surveyed at various
points in their life since their birth to monitor their
health and socioeconomic status. At age 11, the
participants wrote short essays on where they saw
themselves at age 25, fourteen years in the future;
these essays are used to predict aspects of their
mental health, measured by depression syndrome,
anxiety syndrome, and the total Bristol Social Ad-
justment Guide (BSAG) score (Stott and Sykes,
1963). The two sub tasks are to predict these as-
pects of a) current mental health at age 11 (Task
A), and b) future mental health at ages 23, 33,
and 42 (Task B). Additional non-linguistic vari-
ables, including gender and childhood parental so-
cial class were also provided.

For our participation in this shared task, we treat
the task as a regression problem using standard
regularised linear regression algorithm (i.e. Ridge
Regression). We use a wide range of automatically
derived textual features (based on word clustering
and other pre-trained models) to obtain different
representations of the language used by individ-
uals. Our regression model returns a continuous
score for each aspect of mental health for each in-
dividual. The results are measured on Disattenu-
ated Pearson Correlation (shown as rdisatt in the
results of our paper) between the predictions and
the actual survey outcomes. This metric is similar
to a Pearson correlation, but it accounts for mea-
surement error and thus yields values with larger
variance. The measurement error (accounted for
by its inverse, reliability) is taken from the litera-
ture on the reliability of the psychological distress
questionnaires (0.77; (Ploubidis et al., 2017)) and
of similar language-based predictions (0.70; (Park
et al., 2014)). The metric is thus:

rdisatt =
rPearson√
.77 ∗ .70

(1)
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Parameter Train Test
Number of individuals 9218 1000

Female 49.12% 47.1%
Professional occupations 4.95% 5.9%

Managerial and technical occupations 15.71% 18.1%
Skilled non-manual occupations 8.23% 8.8%

Skilled manual occupations 51.73% 48.4%
Partly-skilled occupations 14.39% 14.6%

Unskilled occupations 4.94% 4.2%

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of socio-
demographics at age 11 for the individuals
in training and test datasets.

In addition to the shared task we also looked at
characterizing language for each mental health in-
dicator using both open and closed vocabulary ap-
proaches.

2 System Overview

In our approach, we aggregate the word counts
in all of an individual’s posts, irrespective of
the word order within (a bag-of-words approach).
Each individual in the dataset is thus represented
by a distribution over words. We then use auto-
matically derived groups of co-occurring words
(or ‘topics’) to obtain a lower dimensional dis-
tribution for each individual. These topics, built
using automatic clustering methods from separate
large datasets, capture a set of semantic and syn-
tactic relationships (e.g. words reflecting depres-
sion, pronouns etc). In addition, we use the socio-
demographics of each individual.

2.1 Data

This study has undergone IRB ethics review at the
University of Pennsylvania and has been deemed
exempt. The shared task uses data from the Na-
tional Child Development Study (Davie et al.,
1972), which is a British birth cohort study follow-
ing an initial 17,416 babies born in Britain in one
week in March 1958. The study was augmented
in subsequent childhood sweeps by immigrants to
Great Britain born in the studys target week, bring-
ing to the total NCDS sample to 18,558. Surviving
members of this birth cohort have been surveyed
on eight further occasions in order to monitor their
changing health, education, social and economic
circumstances, of which the data for ages 11, 23,
33 and 43 are shared in this task.

When the children of the NCDS were eleven
years old in 1969 they were asked to write an es-

Statistic /
Outcome Mean Std. Dev [Min-Max]

Age 11: BSAG Score 8.07 8.70 [0 - 61]
Age 11: Anxiety 0.53 1.18 [0 - 12]

Age 11: Depression 1.00 1.51 [0 - 10]
Age 23: Distress 0.93 1.46 [0 - 9]
Age 33: Distress 0.70 1.37 [0 -9]
Age 42: Distress 1.03 1.62 [0 - 9]

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of mental health as-
pects at multiple ages for the individuals in the
training dataset.

Age 11:
Depression

Age 11:
BSAG

Age 23:
Distress

Age 33:
Distress

Age 42:
Distress

Age 11: Anxiety .12 .37 .05 .04 .04
Age 11: Depression .71 .05 .05 .04
Age 11: BSAG .06 .05 .03
Age 23: Distress .39 .32
Age 33: Distress .44

Table 3: Pearson inter-correlations between mental
health aspects at multiple ages for the individuals
in the training dataset. All correlations are signif-
icant at p < .05, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected,
two-tailed t-test.

say about what they thought their life would be
like at age 25. 10,511 essays were then restored
and transcribed from historic records (see (Davie
et al., 1972) for details of the transcription pro-
cess). The statistics of both the training and test
datasets shared, which excludes any essays that
contained fewer than 50 words, are presented in
Table 1. The descriptive statistics of the mental
health outcomes for the training dataset are pre-
sented in Table 2. The inter-correlations between
mental health aspects at multiple ages are shown
in Table 3.

3 Features and Methods

We briefly summarize the features used in our pre-
diction task. The entire pipeline of feature extrac-
tion, out of sample prediction (for the shared task)
and language insights used the Differential Lan-
guage Analysis ToolKit (DLATK) Python pack-
age (Schwartz et al., 2017).

3.1 Features
Unigram Features (unigrams) We use uni-
grams as features in order to capture a broad range
of textual information. First, we tokenized the es-
says into unigrams using a modified version of
Chris Potts’ HappyFunTokenizer (Manning et al.,
2014) which captures social media content such
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as emoticons and hashtags1. We use the unigrams
mentioned by at least 1% of individuals in the
training set, resulting in 1,147 features (out of
55,486 features).

UnigramMeta After extracting unigrams, we
calculate two meta features for each individual:
a) average length of unigrams, and b) number of
unigrams per essay. These features were shown
to predict depression in social media individuals
(Guntuku et al., 2017c).

Word2Vec Word Clusters (W2V) Neural
methods have recently been gaining popularity in
order to obtain low-rank word embeddings and
obtained state-of-the-art results for a number of
semantic tasks (Mikolov et al., 2013b). These
methods, like many recent word embeddings,
also allow to capture local context order rather
than just ‘bag-of-words’ relatedness, which leads
to also capture syntactic information. We use
the skip-gram model with negative sampling
(Mikolov et al., 2013a) to learn word embeddings
from a corpus of 400 million tweets also used in
(Lampos et al., 2014). We use a hidden layer size
of 50 with the Gensim implementation.2 We then
apply spectral clustering on these embeddings
to obtain hard clusters of words. We create 200
hard clusters i.e. one word can belong to only
one topic. The importance score associated with
every word represents how central the word is in
its cluster. Clusters are computed using spectral
clustering over a word-word similarity matrix
generated by Word2Vec. These features were
shown to predict income and personality of users
on social media (Lampos et al., 2014; Guntuku
et al., 2017a). These clusters are available online3.

LDA Word Clusters (LDA) A different type
of clustering is obtained by using topic models,
most popular of which is Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (Blei et al., 2003). LDA models each post
as being a mixture of different topics, each topic
representing a distribution over words, thus ob-
taining soft clusters of words. We use the 2000
clusters introduced in (Schwartz et al., 2013a),
which were computed over a large dataset of posts
from 70,000 Facebook users. These features were

1http://github.com/dlatk/
happierfuntokenizing

2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
3https://web.sas.upenn.edu/danielpr/

resources/

shown to predict multiple user traits like depres-
sion (Schwartz et al., 2014), personality (Schwartz
et al., 2013a), other demographic and psycholog-
ical traits (Jaika et al., 2018) on social media.
These clusters are available online4

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2007) is a dictionary
comprising 64 different categories (e.g., topical
categories, emotions, parts-of-speech) which are
manually constructed based on psychological the-
ory. We use LIWC to represent the language of
each individual as normalized frequency distribu-
tions of these categories, by counting the words
associated with each category for each user and
normalizing them based on the total number of
words that the user posted . These features were
shown to predict user traits across multiple modal-
ities such as essays, social media and blogs (Boyd
and Pennebaker, 2017). LIWC has also been used
to understand the relationship between a persons
social media activities and real life behaviors, such
as substance use (Ding et al., 2017).

NRC Emotion Lexicon (NRCEmot) The NRC
Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2013)
is a list of English words and their associations
with eight basic emotions (anger, fear, anticipa-
tion, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust) and
two sentiments (negative and positive). The an-
notations were manually done by crowdsourcing.
We use NRC Lexicon to represent the language of
each individual as normalized frequency distribu-
tions of these emotions.

Personality We used automatic text-regression
methods (Schwartz et al., 2013a) to assign to each
individual scores on the Big Five personality traits.
This personality model was trained on a sample
of over 70,000 Facebook users, using tokens and
topics extracted from status updates as features,
achieving a validation predictive performance of
r = 0.35 on average for all five traits. Personality
is shown to influence multiple user attributes such
as likes (Guntuku et al., 2016a), emotions (Gun-
tuku et al., 2015a,b) and mental health (Guntuku
et al., 2017b).

Socio-Demographics We used the gender and
social class of children collected at the age of 11
as additional features.

4https://dlatk.wwbp.org/datasets.html#
facebook-topics
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Current Psychological Health

Feature
Age 11/
Metric

Anxiety
(BSAG)

Depression
(BSAG)

Total BSAG
Score

rdisatt 0.154 0.305 0.407LIWC
MAE 0.757 1.089 6.369
rdisatt 0.130 0.329 0.430LDA
MAE 0.756 1.080 6.313
rdisatt 0.041 0.154 0.203NRCEmot
MAE 0.763 1.113 6.658
rdisatt 0.030 0.103 0.130Personality
MAE 0.766 1.118 6.749
rdisatt 0.073 0.243 0.307SocioDemographics
MAE 0.764 1.106 6.554
rdisatt 0.168 0.317 0.387W2V
MAE 0.754 1.091 6.428
rdisatt 0.107 0.265 0.323unigramsMeta
MAE 0.761 1.103 6.544
rdisatt 0.152 0.370 0.477unigrams
MAE 0.750 1.072 6.241

Table 4: Performance (measured by Disattenuated
Pearson Correlation, rdisatt and Mean Absolute
Error, MAE) of different features at predicting cur-
rent mental health aspects (Task A).

3.2 Methods

Task A and B We stratified individuals into five-
folds. In this five-fold cross validation setting,
we tried linear regression with ridge regulariza-
tion. We used the implementation from Scikit-
Learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) which uses Stochas-
tic Gradient Descent for inference. Parameter tun-
ing plays a vital role in good performance of re-
gression algorithms. We measure Pearson corre-
lation on our training set using 5 cross-fold vali-
dation and optimize parameters using grid search
for each feature set individually. The performance
was measured by calculating Disattenuated Pear-
son’s Correlation rdisatt and Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) over the aggregated predictions from the
five-folds.

Language Insights In addition to Task A and
B we also tried to identify language that charac-
terizes each of the mental health outcomes using
both an open and closed vocabulary approach. For
the open vocabulary approach we used Differen-
tial Language Analysis (DLA) (Schwartz et al.,
2013a). Here we individually correlate the uni-
gram features against each of our outcomes (age
11 anxiety, depression and BSAG score, age 23
distress, age 33 distress and age 44 distress) via
ordinary least squares regression. We only consid-
ered unigrams used by at least .1% of users (5,457
total features).

For the closed vocabulary approach we used

LIWC categories and applied the same analysis
(univariate correlations via ordinary least squares
regression). In both approaches we added gen-
der as a covariate in the regression model but this
produced few (or zero) significant (p < 0.05) re-
sults for distress outcome at various ages. We also
applied a Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Ben-
jamini and Hochberg, 1995) to the significance
threshold in order to compensate for multiple com-
parisons.

4 Results and Discussion

Task A The results of our methods at predicting
current mental health on a cross-validation setting
are presented in Table 4.

For total BSAG score, unigrams show the best
performance followed by LDA clusters, LIWC
and Word2Vec clusters. It is interesting that both
LDA and Word2Vec clusters perform well, even
though trained on datasets from a different modal-
ity than essays (i.e. social media). unigram-
Meta and SocioDemographic features rank next
in performance, which is interesting considering
they are a very low dimensional representation.
For Depression, the performance of different fea-
tures is relatively similar with the exception that
Word2Vec clusters have marginally better perfor-
mance than LIWC. Predicting Anxiety yields the
lowest performance of all three aspects of mental
health, with minor changes in rank order of differ-
ent features.

NRCEmot and language predicted Personality
features do not perform well, specifically for pre-
dicting Anxiety, possibly because the difference in
both the modality on and the time at which these
features are built when compared to the essays be-
ing analyzed. NRCEmot was primarily developed
for identifying emotion-related words on Twitter.
The huge difference in the language of Twitter and
essays written by the children in this sample would
have led to poor generalisation of NRCEmot. The
Personality model was also built on another social
media platform – Facebook; considering the time
period in which the model was built and that in
which the essays were written, drift in language
(Biber and Finegan, 1989; Jaidka et al., 2018; Wi-
jaya and Yeniterzi, 2011) apart from modality dif-
ferences would have led to poor generalization of
the feature space.

At the time of submission, we did not evalu-
ate the performance of unigram features, and sub-
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Future Psychological Health

Feature
Distress at/

Metric
Age 23 Age 33 Age 42

rdisatt 0.152 0.066 0.088LIWC
MAE 1.074 0.948 1.202
rdisatt 0.226 0.141 0.134LDA
MAE 1.067 0.934 1.206
rdisatt 0.075 – –NRCEmot
MAE 1.074 0.948 1.203
rdisatt 0.102 – 0.019Personality
MAE 1.075 0.951 1.201
rdisatt 0.325 0.215 0.207SocioDemographics
MAE 1.053 0.918 1.201
rdisatt 0.213 0.128 0.130W2V
MAE 1.066 0.940 1.203
rdisatt 0.056 – 0.027unigramsMeta
MAE 1.075 0.951 1.2
rdisatt 0.234 0.134 0.140unigrams
MAE 1.067 0.937 1.206

Table 5: Performance (measured by Disattenuated
Pearson Correlation, rdisatt and Mean Absolute
Error, MAE) of different features at predicting fu-
ture distress (Task B).

mitted the predictions from LDA topics for total
BSAG score and Depression, and prediction from
Word2Vec clusters for Anxiety on the test set.

Task B The results of our methods at predicting
future mental health on a cross-validation setting
are presented in Table 5. Predicting future distress
is a much tougher task when compared to predict-
ing current mental health aspects, as also seen by
the performance metrics.

Surprisingly SocioDemographics outperform
all other language features in the prediction of fu-
ture distress. Socio economic status is known to
affect health over individual’s life course as sug-
gested by prior research (Smith, 2007), and in this
cohort it is seen to outperform the language of es-
says that children wrote about their impression of
their future self.

Among language features, performance of pre-
dicting distress worsens with increase in the time
from when the child wrote the essays and the time
at which the prediction is being made (i.e. rdisatt
at Age 23 > rdisatt at Age 33 ' rdisatt at Age
42). For predicting distress at Age 23 and 42, un-
igrams rank best followed by LDA and Word2Vec
clusters. For Age 33, LDA clusters outperform un-
igrams and W2V. Also it should be noted that the
mental health aspects at age 11 and not strongly
correlated with the mental health aspects at age
23 and 33 (Table 3) which potentially indicate that

the linguistic characteristics of the essays that the
children wrote at age 11 might not be able to ac-
curately reflect their future mental health.

Considering the complexity of the task in-
volved, it can be hypothesized that the rela-
tionship between the language features and the
outcomes is non-linear, potentially consisting of
multiple latent variables. Using stacked auto-
encoders to capture the non-linearity in the task
could potentially improve the modeling perfor-
mance (Guntuku et al., 2016b). Further, sim-
pler text selection/categorization techniques like
representing all misspelled words/words not in a
dictionary/punctuation by a single category might
be worth exploring, thereby reducing the feature
space to consist of dimensions which contribute to
the modeling task (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017).

Language Insights Table 6 shows the inter-
correlations between meta-language features,
mental health and socio-demographics. Here we
see that higher social classes are correlated (sig-
nificantly, though with a low effect size) with
increased word usage and increase word length
(Ling, 2005). All age 11 mental health measures
are negatively correlated with word length and
word totals. Males have higher depression and
BSAG at age 11 while females have higher dis-
tress at age 23, 33 and 42.

Figure 1 shows the results of our open vo-
cabulary approach (DLA). Here color represents
the words frequency in the corpus (darker for
more frequent) and size represents correlation
strength. Misspelled words like ‘will’, ‘wen’,
‘marid’, ‘mared’, ‘old’ are associated bad psycho-
logical health at age 11, while words like ‘house’,
‘saturday’, ‘friends’, ‘playing’ are associated with
the language of those with good psychological
health (Ginsburg et al., 2007). Language of in-
dividuals with bad psychological health at age 11
is also associated with words containing letters
which were illegible to transcribe (as indicated by
∗), and several spelling errors (‘marid’, ‘mared’,
‘houes’, ‘gow’) which are not found in language of
mentally healthier children (Crum et al., 1993). It
is interesting that the words ‘and’ and ‘will’ seem
like low-hanging fruit for validating this approach.

Distress at ages 23 and 33 is positively corre-
lated with daily activities of life ‘shopping’, ‘hair-
dresser’, ‘sewing’, ‘school’ whereas words asso-
ciated with sports ‘football’, ‘training’, ‘cricket’,
‘boat’ etc are negatively correlated with distress
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Words correlated with bad psychological health

Words correlated with good psychological health
Age 11 (a) Anxiety (b) Depression (c) Total BSAG score Distress at (d) Age 23 (e) Age 33

Figure 1: Unigrams correlated with anxiety, depression, BSAG score and distress at each age. All corre-
lations are significant at p < .05, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected, two-tailed t-test. The top row shows
words which are positively correlated with high scores and the bottom row shows words which are neg-
atively correlated with high scores on anxiety, depression, BSAG and distress.

Figure 2: LIWC categories correlated with anxiety, depression, BSAG score and distress at each age. All
correlations are significant at p < .05, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected, two-tailed t-test. Blue cells show
a negative correlation, red show positive correlations while white cells are not significant.

Avg
unigram
length

Total
unigrams

SC I:
Professional

SC II:
Mangerial

SC IIIN:
Non-manual

SC IIIM:
Manual

SC IV:
Partly-skilled

SC V:
Unskilled

Female

Age 11: Anxiety -.04 -.05 -.04 .02 .02
Age 11: Depression -.10 -.13 -.06 -.09 -.04 .04 .05 .08 -.08
Age 11: BSAG -.12 -.15 -.07 -.10 -.05 .05 .06 .08 -.15
Age 23: Distress .03 -.04 -.04 .04 .02 .23
Age 33: Distress .02 -.03 .03 .16
Age 42: Distress .03 .15
Avg unigram length .04 .05 .06 .03 -.02 -.05 -.06 .03
Total unigrams .04 .04 .03 -.03 -.03 -.03 .22

Table 6: Pearson inter-correlations between mental health aspects, socio-demographics and meta-
language features. All correlations are significant at p < .05, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected, two-tailed
t-test.

(Ortega et al., 2008). It is interesting that the
words ‘husband’, ‘school’ etc. were associated
with good psychological health at age 11 whereas
they are associated with bad psychological health
at age 23. There is very little research in the
NLP community on the language markers of fu-
ture mental health and this shared task opens up
this promising line of research. It should be noted
that these are words from the language of essays
that the children at age 11 wrote to the prompt:

‘Imagine you are now 25 years old. Write about
the life you are leading, your interests, your home
life and your work at the age of 25. (You have 30
minutes to do this).’ (Power and Elliott, 2005). It
is interesting that several insights about their fu-
ture mental health can be gleaned using responses
to such prompts.

The results of the LIWC analysis are in Fig-
ure 2. Here red cells are positively correlated
with the outcome (more distress, anxiety, etc.),
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blue cells are negatively correlated (less distress,
anxiety, etc.) and white cells are not significant
after correction for multiple comparisons. Here
we see ‘posemo’, ‘family’ and ‘affiliation’ are all
protective at age 11 (Kellam et al., 1977). Bad
mental health is associated with both the ‘i’ and
‘informal’ categories at age 11 with pronoun us-
age and with pronoun usage at older ages. While
‘leisure‘ is protective at all ages, no categories are
associated with mental illness at every age. This
is consistent with the linguistic manifestation of
several mental health conditions (e.g. depression
(Schwartz et al., 2014; ?)).

5 Conclusions

This paper reported on the participation of a
team from the University of Pennsylvania in the
CLPsych 2018 shared task on identifying current
and future mental health of children based on lan-
guage from essays they wrote.

Our methods were based on linear regression
using different types of word clusters. The meth-
ods we presented were designed to be as task ag-
nostic as possible, and thus, our approach showed
best results for predicting distress at the age of
42 and for predicting current anxiety on Disatten-
uated Pearson Correlation, and ranked fourth in
the future health prediction task. Our method did
not perform well compared to other teams in pre-
dicting current mental health. Fitting more com-
plex non-linear models might have yielded bet-
ter performance for that subtask. It is interest-
ing that SocioDemographic features outperformed
all language features in predicting future distress.
Next, normalized word counts (unigrams) per-
formed best at most subtasks. In addition to the
subtasks presented, we attempted to provide in-
sight into mental health aspects at different ages.
Our findings show that a) mental health aspects at
age 11 correlate poorly with mental health at ages
23 and 33 for the children in this cohort; b) males
have higher depression scores when compared to
females at age 11, while females have higher dis-
tress at ages 23, 33 and 42; c) mental health mea-
sures are negatively correlated with word length
and total number of words used in the essay; d)
misspellings, words with illegible letters and in-
creased use of personal pronouns (‘I’) are corre-
lated with poor mental health at age 11, while
descriptions about future physical activity, family
and friends are correlated with good mental health.

For future work, since the Socio Demographic
performed best, we could apply methods such as
User-Factor Adaptation which focus on the author
of the content in addition to the content (Lynn
et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2018). It would also be
interesting to investigate if word clusters trained
on historical sources (for e.g. Google books)
might yield reliable feature representations when
studying mental health aspects at different ages to
emulate the linguistic associations of elderly, for
whom data from other platforms such as social
media is be scarce.
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